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In 2001, conservative activist David Horowitz garnered national headlines when he crafted a highly controversial advertisement against reparations for slavery and sent the ad to a selection of newspapers at the most prestigious and liberal colleges across the country. The ad drew a firestorm of protest at many schools, with several newspapers refusing to run the ad and others apologizing to their readers for having inflamed the campus community. Despite his protestations to the contrary – according to Horowitz “this kind of censorship … should send chills up anybody’s spine” – Horowitz appeared delighted in the papers having “taken the bait.” Known for his diatribes against liberal orthodoxy and political correctness, Horowitz used the controversy to jumpstart his “Freedom Tour” of campus lectures, reveling, as he said, in “my 15 minutes of fame.”

Conveniently, Horowitz never tried a comparison experiment, testing the willingness of student editors at mostly conservative schools to print a highly liberal issue ad. How, for example, might student editors at Liberty University have responded to an advertisement extolling the virtues of same-sex marriage? Given recent events, what about an ad in the Texas A&M or VMI papers criticizing the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo as a “gulag”? It’s easy to throw around accusations of ideological censorship, but on a subject so central to the American experience as free speech, the issue deserves better than an antagonistic gadfly seeking to score political points.

Jon Gould is associate professor of public & international affairs and visiting associate professor of law at George Mason University, where he is acting director of the administration of justice program. This article is based on his recent book, Speak No Evil: The Triumph of Hate Speech Regulation, just published by the University of Chicago Press. The author thanks Doug Bailey for superb research assistance.
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In truth, the subject of speech restrictions—particularly the prohibition of offensive or political speech—had received considerable scholarly and popular attention long before Horowitz’s stunt. The topic seemed to reach a crescendo in the early 1990s, as many colleges and universities appeared to experiment with so-called “hate speech” policies that penalized students, faculty, or staff for speech that attacked others on the basis of race, ethnicity or similar such immutable characteristics. Over 450 editorials appeared in the popular press during this time concerning the evolution of hate speech codes, with several more books and academic articles published critiquing the merits of these measures.

As heated as the debate became about hate speech, its ardor was not simply a reaction to the college speech policies. On a deeper level, the contest reflected a growing recognition that even free speech norms were fluid. To be sure, the notion that law is socially constructed was hardly new at the time. The legal realists and critical race theorists had already argued that law bends to accommodate changed social relationships. But constitutional law, and particularly the First Amendment, are rarified areas in the law, engendering an almost mystical admiration that has adherents claiming that First Amendment jurisprudence must continue to mean the same thing. Perhaps the most famous advocate was Justice Black, who argued that the First Amendment has a fixed meaning—Congress shall make no law abridging expression. Others have been more nimble in their argument, claiming that the values behind the First Amendment—including self-expression, truth seeking and self-government among others—require that its doctrine be unwavering.

Yet this very argument shows the First Amendment’s meaning to be open to social construction. The fact that we present cultural and political rationales for the norm of free speech means that we determine its importance through social interactions. We use constitutional law to advance certain social values; in turn the meaning of these norms may change as our social, cultural or legal needs change. As Gerald Rosenberg has said, the “First Amendment is not a substantive force in itself, but instead a forum for substantive arguments about the cultural definitions of liberty” and its relation to equality.

That free speech norms might be socially constructed, that their meanings might change as our social, cultural or legal needs change, is, understandably, a scary proposition to many of the First Amendment absolutists. As Stanley Fish explains,

People cling to First Amendment pieties because they do not wish to face what they correctly take to be the alternative. That alternative is politics, the realization that decisions about what

5 It is interesting that the college policies were dubbed “hate speech codes,” for few if any mentioned the term “hate speech,” nor does American law provide a ready definition. “Hate speech” is a creation of commentators and opponents of the speech policies, although the expression has become commonplace in everyday society. Indeed, some claim that hate speech cannot be defined, instead representing “a placeholder for contested meanings.” Amy Adler, What’s Left? Hate Speech, Pornography, and the Problem of Artistic Expression, 84 Cal. L. Rev. 1499–1572 (1996).
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is and is not protected in the realm of expression will rest not on principle or firm doctrine but on the ability of some persons to interpret – recharacterize or rewrite – principle and doctrine in ways that lead to the protection of speech they want heard and the regulation of speech they want silenced.9

In many ways this prospect drove the college hate speech debate, for opponents seemed to respond as much to a perceived political movement that would be decided in the streets as they did to a narrow legal question that was the province of courts. Hate speech regulation became lumped together with “political correctness,” critics fearful that a cohort of liberal academicians was advancing a new legal and political agenda that would jump to civil society as a whole. There was certainly precedent for concern. Much of the anti-war protest in the 1960s originated on college campuses, and colleges and universities proved receptive venues for civil rights and women’s rights activism. Academic research can grab the attention of opinion leaders, raising some issues to the national agenda. Moreover, the ideas introduced in collegiate settings can influence succeeding generations of American leaders who become acquainted with these perspectives and proposals while at college. If, in fact, there were a new movement afoot on college campuses to restrain speech, it would be a fight for the public’s understanding and acceptance of free speech norms.

I do not doubt that the codes’ critics believed their rhetoric and the justness of their cause. But they were wrong, mistaken not only in the genesis of the speech codes but also in the lasting influence of hate speech regulation. Part of the reason is that opponents have relied heavily on anecdotal reporting of the speech codes and hate speech regulation, leaving readers to wonder whether such authors as Dinesh D’Souza10 and Alan Kors and Harvey Silverglate11 report typical cases or attention-getting aberrations. It is not just academic researchers who would question these works. Avern Cohn, the judge who overturned the University of Michigan’s speech code, has said of Kors and Silverglate’s book, “if one is confined to a single word to describe the text, the choice would fall somewhere among diatribe, jeremiad, philippic, and polemic.”12 Why have the opponents of speech codes relied so prominently on anecdotal reports? Do they have a political message to sell, or are they largely political commentators and lawyers, activists who while well intentioned are largely untrained in (and may lack the patience for) empirical research? To be fair, this charge is hardly limited to the codes’ opponents, for others too have failed to understand the rise of speech policies. But the codes’ proponents were hardly as vocal as their antagonists, nor did they fear the lasting influence of such policies.

In a response to these dueling antagonists, I conducted an empirical study of the rise of contemporary hate speech regulation. Recently published in the book Speak No Evil: The Triumph of Hate Speech Regulation, the research finds that instrumental motives, not identity politics, explain the vast majority of college hate speech policies. Although multicultural theory may have primed the speech codes, the pivotal actors were top collegiate administrators acting on instrumental mo-

9 Stanley E. Fish, There’s no such thing as free speech, and it’s a good thing too (1994).
tives. In many cases, officials crafted speech codes as symbolic responses to racial incidents on campus, seeing the policies as a sop of sorts to assure campus constituencies that action had been taken against intolerance. Another set of schools engaged in normative isomorphism – an academic version of “keeping up with the Joneses” – crafting hate speech codes to remain within what top officials saw as the mainstream of higher education administration. At a final, much smaller group of schools, speech policies were developed by student services administrators who legitimately believed in the merits of the codes. These were probably the closest model to the traditional explanation offered by speech code opponents, although they are but a small percentage of the schools. Even more, the speech codes in these cases were proposed and adopted by administrators, not the student or faculty activists envisioned by the anti-PC crowd.

The research also provides an estimate of the number of hate speech codes on university books as of 1997, five years after the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in *R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul* and up to eight years following a series of court cases in which courts from across the country had struck down college hate speech codes. Even in the face of contrary, persuasive judicial authority, the number of college speech policies had risen 30 percent, the greatest jump coming from among the most restrictive policies.

This finding will likely find a receptive audience with such critics as Kors, Silverglate, and the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (**FIRE**), who contend that colleges and universities are still “enforcing their own politically correct worldview through censorship, double standards, and a judicial system without due process.” But if **FIRE** believes that its continued advocacy “will end … the scandal of unconstitutional censorship at America’s public college and university campuses and … will force private institutions to choose between liberty and tyranny,” it misconceives the prevalence of and support for hate speech regulation in civil society. Indeed, for all its focus on the precise number of existing college hate speech policies, **FIRE** risks missing the larger point that it is losing the war over hate speech regulation in general. Rather than being considered an unconstitutional pariah, hate speech restrictions are increasingly the norm among influential institutions of civil society, including higher education, the news media, and Internet service providers.

*Speak No Evil* provides polling data, content analysis, and examples of news coverage to argue that hate speech regulation has jumped the firebreak from academe to take root in civil society. But perhaps the most interesting evidence is found in a study conducted a year following the September 11th attacks. The research was designed to test the new media’s tolerance for controversial issue advocacy and was structured in a way David Horowitz might have followed had he truly been interested in seeing how a variety of media respond to controversial, indeed potentially offensive, paid messages.

A student researcher and I drew a sample of 113 top-circulating and well-respected newspapers in America and created three mock issue ads about the legacy of September 11th. One ad was neutral, suggesting the
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The Legacy of September 11th

It has now been over a year since our country was viciously attacked on September 11th. On the one-year anniversary we properly mourned the dead and strengthened our resolve to bring those responsible to justice.

But September 11th's legacy should not end there. It must serve as a reminder of the importance and preciousness of American values – of freedom, liberty and equality.

On this Thanksgiving Day do something that makes you proud to be an American. Fly the flag, play a patriotic tune, visit your church, synagogue or mosque, cherish friends and family. Join us in showing the rest of the world that democracy and freedom endure. We memorialize September 11th best when we practice our values.

– The September 11th Memorial Alliance
An Open Letter to America – A Progressive Response To Terrorism

It has now been over a year since the terrorism of September 11th. We have voiced our anger and mourned the dead, but are we any closer to understanding the cause of the attacks? No.

Why did the attacks happen? Of course, there is no justification for terrorism, but one thing we must acknowledge is that America has sown the seeds for fanaticism.

Why America? Some say the terrorists hate our democracy and freedom. Maybe so, but what about Canada? Canada is a modern democracy, and no one hates the Canadians. The terrorists didn’t target Canada. They didn’t attack Sweden or Japan, they came after the United States.

Why?

For years America has been the light of the world, but lately we have lost our way. We have become arrogant and heavy-handed. We are addicted to oil, to corporate profits, to defense contractors. Our foreign policy is irresponsible. We threaten to march through other countries – to shed American blood – in search of more oil. We embrace the United Nations when it is convenient and flout human rights when it is expedient. Most of all, we back tyrants abroad and sell arms to oppressors. No wonder they hate us in the Middle East.

Americans can stop this madness. What can we do? Protest. Boycott. Make your voices heard.

- Insist that the U.S. follow United Nations mandates.
- Refuse to deal with corporations that mortgage American lives for their profits.
- Demand accountability from your tax dollars – no money for despots.
- Junk your SUV, conserve fuel, and weaken our dependence on foreign oil.

If we do not stem this dangerous political tide now, America is in real danger. To protect our country we need to change U.S. policy now.

Join us in a new campaign, a progressive movement for security. This holiday season write a check. Send it to a progressive group that is fighting for equality and justice. Tell them it’s in memory of September 11th, a symbol of your commitment to prevent future terror.

The first step toward true recovery is recognizing America’s complicity in feeding the anger. Together we can change U.S. policy and make us all safer.

– The Partnership for Responsible Policy
Getting Smart on Immigration

It has now been a year since the attacks of September 11th. The President has led a war against Al Qaeda. Congress has passed laws to root out terrorists. These are all admirable.

The problem is that they do not go far enough. Call it political correctness, but no one is willing to point the finger where it ought to go. American citizens did not carry out the September 11th attacks. Foreign terrorists did. They were not your neighbors. They were visitors or would-be immigrants.

The answer ought to be obvious. If we want to make America safer we need to make our borders more secure by tightening the rules for immigration. We now know that many of the September 11th terrorists used loop holes in the immigration laws to stay in the U.S. and plan their attacks. Some used student visas to attend flight schools; others received multiple tourist visas to remain in the U.S. That just gives terrorists time on our shores to coordinate their plans.

We need to crack down on the revolving visa system and make it harder for foreigners to immigrate to the U.S. Up to now the INS has treated visa applicants relatively equal. That has to stop. The Swedes and Thais are not trying to attack us. All of the terrorists came from the Middle East. It is time to limit visitors from these countries and to ensure that the Government is screening applicants very carefully from that part of the world.

Is this putting up a brick wall around America? Perhaps. But what is more dangerous, would-be terrorists roaming inside the U.S. or stuck outside? You be the judge. Join us in an effort to enact smart immigration laws. Protect America by keeping dangerous foreigners where they belong: out of the U.S.

– The Partnership to Protect America
J o n  B. G o u l d

was no relationship between a paper’s editorial ideology and its willingness to accept either the liberal or conservative ad. As a group, newspapers were more willing to print the liberal ad (89% of papers that received it) than the conservative ad (69% of papers that received it), but surprisingly the rates of acceptance were similar when papers responded to the ads’ ideological message. Put a different way, when newspaper staff reacted to the premise or overall point of the extremist ads, the rates of rejection were similar for the liberal and conservative issue ads. Rates differed, though, when executives keyed to the style of presentation. In particular, several staff pointed to language in the conservative ad that they claimed was analogous to hate speech. Consider the text of that mock ad (on page 373, above), which advocated curbs on immigration.

According to the papers, the offending language came in the third line of the fourth paragraph: “The Swedes and Thais are not trying to attack us. All of the terrorists came from the Middle East.” How was this hate speech, we asked? Because the language seemed to “disparage a group on the basis of its religion or ethnicity,” papers replied. But the text did not mention Islam or Arabs, we countered. “Maybe, but it’s implied,” an ad executive said. Explained another quite adamantly, “I will not publish this. It’s offensive, incendiary, and it picks on people’s religion.” Almost all of the ad executives described their decisions as an “editorial judgment.” Said the advertising director of a paper in the Northwest, “Although this may not be news, where we offer greater latitude to quote newsmakers, we want to encourage open debate in our paper. … It’s good for the community and good for sales. … But free speech doesn’t mean singling someone out because of his race.”

It is remarkable that papers would reject this ad as hate speech, but follow-up interviews with advertising executives discovered that roughly half of the participating papers have some policy, whether written or informally understood, that prohibits ads with hate speech. How do papers define hate speech? There was some variation, and not everyone used the exact term “hate speech,” but the collective focused on “offensive” or “derogatory” language directed at a person or group because of its race, gender, ethnicity, or religion. Some newspapers were incredibly precise. An official of a major national paper said definitively that he would not print “hate speech.” When asked to define the term, he answered, “gratuitously offensive on race, ethnicity, religion, gender, and possibly sexual orientation.” Interestingly, his paper was willing to publish the mock ad, since he believed that the text had not reached this threshold. But there are many more situations in which his paper – and papers like this well-respected national journal – would prohibit public dissemination of hate speech. Papers were not rejecting the ad because it was profane, obscene, or controversial; they took issue with its perceived attack against a minority group’s immutable characteristics. Indeed, their reasoning seemed almost synonymous with the purported theory of college hate speech codes – that speech which attacks people on the basis of their minority characteristics serves no useful function and only acts to inflict unnecessary pain.

There will undoubtedly be those who see the papers’ decisions to reject the conservative ad and their hate speech policies as an ideological or even partisan bias by the mainstream media to constrain conservative messages. However, this wrongly construes the utterance of hate speech as limited to conservatives and the regulation of the same as the province of liberals. Consider, again, that “hate speech” is usually defined as a verbal at-
tack against a person’s original or immutable characteristics. Although we may generally think of race and ethnicity in these categories, religion also falls within its bounds. Certainly, many conservative Christians would say so, who more and more are complaining that they are under attack. Perhaps Christian conservatives sense a disconnect between political rhetoric and changing social customs, but both partisan and scholarly sources have described a conservative Christian movement that increasingly sees itself as a victim of scorn, derision, and verbal attacks from secular Americans. Not surprisingly, this “cult of victimhood” lends itself to calls for restrictions against “anti-Christian bias, bigotry, [and] intolerance.”

Nor are evangelicals the only conservatives calling for protection against verbal “discrimination.” Those pushing a so-called “academic bill of rights” would provide a “judicial remedy, guaranteed safety, and representation” for conservatives on college campuses. Much like the speech code “movement” that conservatives derided over a decade ago, present-day regulation comes from groups that perceive themselves as under attack and that seek protection from offensive or wrong-minded speech. In one respect the table turning has been remarkable, with liberal critics now accusing social conservatives of flip-flopping. “After years of decrying the ‘political correctness police,’” says one observer, “thin-skinned conservatives have joined in; they want their own ideological wardens to enforce intellectual conformity.” But on a different level, the changing and expanding constituencies for speech restrictions add further support to Fish’s claim that the “realm of expression” is governed as much by social and political forces as it is by “principle or firm doctrine.” As groups come to assess their social position and political power differently, as they worry about threats to their “membership rights” in society, they may also value particular speech differently.

In the end, my point is not to take sides in the debate over hate speech regulation. Actually, I’m fairly agnostic on the question, sympathetic to the motives behind hate speech prohibitions but convinced that most such regulation has been overbroad. Rather, my interest is in the socio-legal advancement of the practice and the increasing acceptance of a doctrine that would seem to conflict with formal jurisprudence. The courts may have spoken out against hate speech regulation, restricting efforts to punish racial, ethnic, and now religious hate speech, but a countervailing norm seems to be growing, replicating itself in the institutional activity of civil society, and in the process influencing public attitudes about the scope of constitutional norms and free speech rights. What may have begun as an instrumental, intra-academic exercise has not been dispatched by its critics. As we move further into a new century, the norm of hate speech regulation not only lives, it also prospers.
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